The characteristics and spectrum of F9 mutations in Chinese sporadic haemophilia B pedigrees.
Sporadic haemophilia B (HB) without obvious familial history poses challenges for genetic diagnosis and counselling. To identify the F9 variants in sporadic HB patients and probe the origin of these de novo mutations. A total of 294 unrelated HB pedigrees sought genetic diagnosis were analysed in this single-centre study. The F9 gene was analysed by direct sequencing, and AccuCopy technique was adopted to screen for gene copy number variations. Six short tandem repeats approximal or within F9 gene were applied for linkage analysis. Mosaicism of sequence variant was determined by ddNTP Primer Extension method. Sporadic HB patients constituted 36% (61/294) of cases enrolled in current study. The sporadic and familial HB patients shared similar spectrum of F9 variants, with single nucleotide substitution as predominant form of disease-causing mutation and no mutation prone hotspot sites, including CpG dinucleotide sequences, had been identified. Majority of the mothers of sporadic HB patients were F9 mutation carriers (70%, 43/61), and most of them (95%, 41/43) had the inherited bleeding trait traced back to maternal grandfathers. Although most de novo mutations occur in germ cells, 2 maternal grandfathers, who had somatic mosaic mutations of F9, were also revealed to be the source of genetic variations identified in patients. In our cohort, FIX inhibitor incidence was 1%, developed only in patients carrying null mutations. The diversity of F9 genetic variants and possible mosaicism of de novo mutation demand extensive study and more cautious in genetic counselling of sporadic HB.